
History

Subject Evaluation 2022-2023
St Mark’s CofE Primary School

Subject History Date January 2022, June
2022, September 2022,
March 2023

Overview of the Year

● Check and change as needed toolkit development
● Development of use of History boxes
● Implementation of Six Step approach to Historical Enquiry

- Step 1: Teacher motivates pupils to want to learn and scopes the enquiry
- Step 2: Children collect information in interesting and varied ways
- Step 3: Children make sense of ideas and process the information
- Step 4: Children draw their own conclusions, making their own meaning
- Step 5: Their understanding is checked, developed or refined
- Step 6: Pupils create their final, imaginative product

● Move towards a key question per lesson building to answering the big question
● Embed vocabulary through knowledge organisers and lessons

Curriculum Intent, Implementation, Impact - reflect on your intent, what has been implemented & the impact this has had

Intent At St. Mark’s CofE Primary school we want all our pupils to have a chronological
understanding of past historical events which have influenced current Britain and how
history will shape their future. We are passionate to strengthen our curriculum provision
so that the implementation fully meets our intentions. Our teaching of history will give
pupils an understanding of human achievements and experiences. We investigate using
sources such as pictures, stories, writing and artefacts giving pupils the ability to weigh
evidence and generate arguments.

Implementation We will focus on delivering a skills based, knowledge and vocabulary rich curriculum
which equips our children to become accurate historians. Through providing highly
productive opportunities, links are made between other subjects to contextualise and
motivate pupils through engaging history lessons that encourage critical thinking and
pupils' own questions about the past and how these impact the world we live in today.

Impact A high-quality history education will help pupils gain a coherent knowledge and
understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. It should inspire pupils’
curiosity to know more about the past. Teaching should equip pupils to ask perceptive
questions, think critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments, and develop perspective and
judgement. History helps pupils to understand the complexity of people’s lives, the
process of change, the diversity of societies and relationships between different groups,
as well as their own identity and the challenges of their time.

What Performance Information do you monitor for your subject? - such as book looks, data, planning, pupil conferencing etc

This needs to be addressed as not currently monitored, but set as a target. Old subject leader folder shows
evidence of previous work sampling and pupil conferencing.
Summer Term 2: History time one afternoon this term will be used for work sampling in year 2,3,4,5.
Pupil conferencing of Jubilee Day first hand experience of a significant event in their child’s life, celebrating
the reign of our Queen.
Autumn 2022 - ensuring six step planning is implemented across the school - History team adjusting
planning as required.
Spring 2023 - Purchase of Key Stage History to use as a tool to enhance planning and make more key
question based lessons has helped to enhance planning. Monitoring of lessons in Year 4,1,6 have taken



place. A book look and pupil conferencing with pupils.

What was progress like within your subject? - eg - good, assessment shows …

Planning shows good opportunities for progress building on key concepts and skills across the school.
Curriculum map secure with topics in chronological order
Skills embedded across the school and concepts in place. Curriculum maps have had tweaks to ensure they
are correct and showing chronological order.
Autumn 2022 - implementing a timeline that travels with the children across their time at St Mark’s.
Spring 2023 - Children can talk about their timelines and their current/ previous taught History units.

What THREE questions are you considering for future developments in your subject? - eg - effective fieldwork,
teacher confidence, more engagement, pupil views, units that make the biggest impact and why etc

● How can we encourage more role play opportunities to enrich language development and children of
all abilities interacting?

● Can we incorporate more trips to enhance the curriculum including visitors into school to increase
first hand opportunities?

Summer 2 2022 - Year 4 booked historic based residential.
● How can we ensure children’s understanding of chronology and length of time periods?

Autumn 2022 - implementing a timeline that travels with the children across their time at St Mark’s.

How does your subject help to further develop inclusion and diversity in and outside the school gates? - how
does your subject promote inclusion (SEND, vulnerable pupils, EAL etc) How does your subject promote & bring to life diversity?

● Different recording methods for all children including photos, drawings. Not every lesson to be
written.

Summer 2 2022 - Knowledge organiser sent home to parents to involve in learning.
Spring 2023 - More diversity through history is taught including a more diverse view of the world and people.

If there was ONE thing you could change or develop in your subject what would it be?

Teacher knowledge of prior learning in previous year groups to build on key concepts and to understand
next steps. How to do this? Build in a timeline lesson at the start of each unit. Class timeline with History
learning added as taught.
Autumn 2022 - timeline introduced to all staff.
Spring 2023 - Would like a whole school, year group or class timelines in corridors or classrooms

What resources have you added to support your subject this year and what was their impact on learning? -eg
- new PE equipment, science equipment, history boxes, DT booklets etc.

History Boxes - 2021/22. Impact of learning- hands on artefacts which leads to reasons of enquiry for
children and teachers. More practical based lessons involving all children including SEN. Used to
consolidate and put learning into context.
Summer 2022 - Use of History resources from the Hampshire History Service including planning for new
units.
Autumn 2022 - purchase of planning to support (Key Stage History)

What key resources do you still need and why? Maximum of three!

● Timeline - outside? Down Key Stage 2? Round the back of the hall? Needed to ensure children’s
understanding of chronological awareness and see the links between different areas of HIstory.

Summer 2022 Queen Elizabeth life timeline down the KS2 corridor
● Hampshire Boxes - Continuation of ordering and using these effectively.

Summer 2022 Used effectively and embedded in planning 2021/2022
Autumn 2022 All ordered for 2022 - 2023

● More school trips with a history link to topic
Summer 2022 These opportunities are back into the curriculum post COVID
Autumn 2022 - Year 4 booked History residential for 2023

Why do we teach what we teach?

What are the Historical enquiry



SIX key skills for
your subject?

Chronological vocabulary
Characteristic features of periods, people and events
Change and continuity
Cause and Consequence
Understanding of significance
Interpreting the past

How do you
ensure that
every skill is
taught within
your subject?

Key skills are mapped out in the toolkit to ensure appropriate coverage as well as
opportunities to build and extend knowledge.
Key skill progression across the key stages

What is your
rationale for the
curriculum
organisation of
your subject?
Inc. time allocation,
how often it is taught,
links to other subjects
& why,

● Two or three topics a year linked to an overarching theme, sometimes History led.
● Links are made where relevant with other subjects.
● Planning is now following the 6 step enquiry Hampshire model
● History tasks are much more defined to showing History learning rather than

marked as an English task for example.

What have you
done to confirm
that everything
in the NC is
covered?

We used the NC guidance to ensure coverage in correct year groups and local studies
were included. Followed the chronology of History throughout KS2

Describe what a
good learner of
your subject
looks like when
they leave St
Mark’s.What are
the key components of
a good learner in your
subject?

Pupils will have an awareness of the past, using common words and phrases relating to
the passing of time. They will know where the people and events they study fit within a
chronological framework and identify similarities and differences between ways of life in
different periods. They should use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. They
should ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of stories and other sources
to show that they know and understand key features of events. They should understand
some of the ways in which we find out about the past and identify different ways in which
it is represented.

What does marking, feedback and assessment look like in your subject? - think about Live Feedback, FAGS etc.

● Teacher’s are now marking for a History piece of work not an English task
● Teacher’s completing FAG’s more accurately

How do you know marking, feedback and assessment has been effective for children’s progress?

This is a challenge to put how this is effective as we need to see History in action

What provision do you make for SEND & vulnerable children in your subject? - how is work scaffolded, how might tasks
be adapted?

● Scaffolds used to support written work
● Cross curricular links so not always a written task, e.g. tudor houses in GFofL, cooking in WWII

How do you ensure ‘challenge’ for all in your subject and in particular those who are GDS? - what could children
who progress quickly or already know things be challenged?

● This is an area we would like to see in books during monitoring time to ensure is in place.

What training and development have you received in your subject? - courses, books read, social media followed, subject
associations joined etc.

● KB course in 2019- New subject lead
● FT Progression and assessment in Primary History 2020
● Social media following Mr T does Primary and History co-ordinators



Summer 2022 - working with History advisor
Autumn 2022 - Subject intent webinar (October)
Spring 2023 - meeting with another school to discuss Ofsted expectations and where we are
Spring 2023 - LLP Subject Leads meeting and discussion.

How has this training and development impacted the learning and progress of children?

● Subject leader knowledge has increased to feel confident to develop the History toolkit and
knowledge organisers. This has included FAG statements for each topic and assessment tasks

● Social media updates make sure subject leads are aware of any changes and can implement these

What barriers to developing your subject have you encountered and how have you overcome these? - If you
haven’t overcome these, you may want to write what would help.

● Time to monitor across the school and see HIstory teaching live plus time to monitor books.
● Whole school time line due to not mixing across the school

What are the key elements of your action plan for Jan 2022 - July 2022?

● Monitoring
● Increasing diversity throughout the school

Confidence in our subject

What makes your subject ambitious?
● All children access the History curriculum with support where necessary.
● Practical, hands on activities to engage all children.
● Children are encouraged to become historians each lesson by applying critical thinking skills.
● Children draw on previous learning when filling in their timelines at the start of each lesson.
● Children are given a key question at the start of every lesson to guide their thinking and return to

at the end of the lesson.
● Enthusiastic teaching to encourage a love for the subject to hopefully encourage children to take

it further when they leave St Marks. “Irresistible to learn and irresistible to teach.”
● A clear learning journey through planning using Key Stage History as a guide.
● Where possible and appropriate, link the learning to the local area and community e.g.

Thornycroft, The Romans and The Tudors.
● Sequenced knowledge - British History is chronological in KS2.
● We encourage children to be critical thinkers - they examine a range of sources and make their

own judgements about them.
● Clear progression of learning for each year group with each strand clearly marked out.
● Investment in artefacts and history boxes for each topic in all year groups. Exciting trip

opportunities in every year group.
What makes your subject tailored for St Mark's children?
● Investment in Key Stage History - excellent planning with challenging key questions that drive

each lesson.
● Special days such as The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee and King Charles’ Coronation.
● Encouraging the children to become historians by tracking their history journey throughout the

whole school through use of the timelines. These are revisited each topic and conversations
around prior learning are encouraged.

● History trips that utilise local places e.g Ufton Court, Milestones.
● Year 4 residential with the central learning based around the Anglo-Saxons and the Vikings.



What are the key aspects of your subject that you want children to learn?
● Chronology - understanding that many different aspects of world history were happening at the

same time as the period studied. Place period studied on a timeline.
What does SEN look like in your subject?
● All children are historians regardless of any SEND.
● Expectations are managed e.g. where the class are expected to find 8 things, a SEND child will

be expected to find 4 things.
● Focus on the hands on approach.
● More time spent handling artefacts.
● Use of scaffolds when doing a writing task.
● Practical activities.
● Pre-teaching to take place.


